
BOHICA 

As the rules written around an ever more punitive, ever more invasive, and ever more 
antagonistic NCLB/R2T forced its endless string of invasions onto lowest-income communities... 

Well, being, now, nothing more than school-score-identified bad teachers – teachers 
considered in the top-down don’t-talk-back hierarchy of modern days to be lowest-level, and 
thus irrelevantly voiceless?  We did our best to come to terms with the always whirling 
succession of unexpected and often frustratingly inefficient (and, in way too many cases, even 
debilitatingly harmful) instructional mandates.  Gathered together at yet another attendance-
obligatory meeting, we would sit and listen to the latest round of “non-negotiable” dictates.  
Turning, then, we would look to one another.  

Upon registering each person’s shock, anger and confusion?
We would sigh.  
We knew that no one was going to listen if anyone yet had the nerve to speak up; if 

anyone yet held the audacity to stand up; if anyone yet felt it logical to try to reach out and turn 
on the light by making an articulate effort at illuminating the impractical – and too often even 
fully illogical – expectations.  To save our sanity?  Occasionally we would simply snicker a bit 
before whispering warningly to the person located in the next seat: 

“Hey, look out!  BOHICA.”
Bend Over.  Because, see?  
Here It Comes. 
Again.

	
 Aggressively coercing a perpetual change by forcing the nonstop flow of deregulated 
policies and impossible dictates.  And, then?  Making use of suddenly legislated but arbitrarily 
implemented mandates of evaluation to prove a teacher compliance.  Or, more often and more 
usefully, calling upon these same minimally monitored procedures to prove a teacher 
noncompliance, and thereby establish, through the ongoing documentation of an insubordinate 
behavior – that what would ultimately be necessitated?  
	
 Was the ever more punitive and ever more public obliteration of professional boundaries; 
the continued, humiliating beating down of a professional educator voice.  All while incessantly 
creating, and then unbendingly attaching, further impossible score-based invasions which would 
invariably lead to more and more chastisingly negative evaluations.

Such was the BOHICA method of a modern-day teacher control.  
It was a method that, as the years passed and a flood of unpredictable school incursions 

increased, many of us learned the hard way (oh my, yes, pun intended) turned out to be an 
evaluation-based management technique synonymous with a low-income building reform.  It 
was also a process that, deeply surprising in days of claimed-to-be-severe/each-year-more-
educationally-bereft economic straits, apparently?  

Had no budget limitations.
Funny.  
But even as the nonchalantly deregulated growth-dependent free-market bubble burst 

(kablam!), directing national attention to the alarming state of the overall economy; even as less 
and less money was making its way anywhere near school budget requirements – somehow?  

School reformers continued to garner a surprisingly blind, and even callously insistent, 
financial support.  



Somehow, even in oft-published-as-painful years; even in years when educational 
budgets had been cut frighteningly near the bone; even in years when an increasing number of 
critics had begun to argue that districts were simply wasting their money – that an über-
expensive merit-based statistical reform hadn’t, over more than ten long years, radically changed 
our nation’s overall all-student-inclusive test score results or dropout rates: that, in fact, the 
achievement gap between the rich and the poor was growing overwhelmingly wider.*

Well, somehow?  
Reform proponents yet managed to not only demand, but receive, a hugely unprecedented 

funding.  Despite unambiguously noted budget woes, more money, die-hard reformers assured 
everyone, would now be immediately required; financing, it turned out?  Had to be found, had to 
be set aside, for the unremittingly fashioned (and then expensively and repeatedly refashioned) 
processes obligated for a massively implemented employee evaluation.† º 

The incontrovertible rationale behind such a budget-breaking demand?
The over-a-decade-long, publicly-indoctrinated, governmentally-originated, 

philanthrocapitalist-repeated and indisputably test-score-proven fact that – teachers?
Were.
Bad.
Due to each year’s burgeoning supply of mandates callously aimed at targeting the bad 

employees who, solely and absolutely, continued to hold a full responsibility for the production 
of those never-endingly generated “unacceptable” test scores, reform leaders began to demand an 
additionally requisite, if shockingly expensive, bell-the-cat evaluation legislation.  

Legislation that, once aggressively and unbendingly enacted?
Would rely upon the magical, McCarthy-like ability of business-trained, non-education-

experienced, short-term, thin-skinned, endlessly-shifting school leaders to imperiously and 
definitively isolate, evaluate and then, very dramatically, remove:

Bad employee after bad employee.  
Because?  
Well, you know. 
There were just so many of them out there.

*In a city where the growing disparity between White and non-White students has become an increasingly hot topic, 
proponents argue the need to make additional school changes even as they painstakingly sidestep the fact that their 
city is located inside a state where, under the leadership of a far-right Presidential hopeful, a no-excuses educational 
“reform” has already made great inroads – allowing the conservative triad of union busting, new teacher turnover, 
and deregulated school choice to make a years-long and nationally applauded headway.

†Even as an increasing resistance to practices of testing and test-score invasions has escalated, somehow in districts 
where constituents have been most vocal about a growing unhappiness with testing, excessively funded school board 
elections yet manage to decisively seat loudly-vocal pro-reformer after loudly-vocal pro-reformer – as if, somehow?  
Voters are unable to see the Big Money connection between the two. 

ºWhen, in one district, Do-It-All tax funding was soundly rejected by voters, alternate capital had to choose between 
offering funding to all-day kindergartens or the now massively required measures of a statistical teacher evaluation.  
Which of these do you suppose ultimately found support: The one that would, actually, change long-term student 
outcomes – or the one that would allow the lucrative invasions of accountability to continue?  (And just as 
nonchalantly, even as our state’s Common Core computerized testing budget soared past the five-hundred-million-



dollar mark, legislators admitted that the two-hundred-and-fifty million dollars requested for the expansion of all-
day kindergartens and low-income preschools would – oh my; so sorry – no longer be available.)


